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0. Introduction
In his Vakyapadiya
Bhartrhari
argues that language and reality are never disconnected: Language touches on reality through the unreal appearances of reality,
that
is, what all words refer to is the ultimate
reality,
Brahman. This view is, of course,
a close reflection of the idea that the phenomenal world, which is the realm of verbal
communication (vyavahdra)
or the semantic field, is a manifold
appearance of the
one absolute
reality.
If both one word for x and another word for non-x refer to
the same reality
(x and non-x being equally nothing but the unreal appearances of
Brahman),
then the concepts of x and non-x will not be differentiated
from each
other. This is the relativism
Bhartrhari
holds. For Bhartrhari,
therefore,
things in
the phenomenal world which seem to be contradictory
to each other are relativized,
whereas the non-dual entity is beyond relativization;
with regard to this non-dual
reality
various conceptualizations
occur which provide it with all kinds of delimitations that have no absolute status.
Even the one reality,
thus, cannot stand on its
rights if it is relativized.
What is interesting
is that, in order to explain the manifold
appearance of Brahman, Bhartrhari
introduces
the notion of capacity (sakti),
so that
he can secure for Brahman the transcendence
of unity and multiplicity.
Brahman is
assumed to have a variety of conceptualizing
capacities
by virtue of which it is seen
differently
and its appearances
are conceptualized
differently,
and with reference to
which verbalization
takes place (Brahman
-tsakti
-tdarsanavikalpa
-^vyavahdra).
This is a simplified
process of verbalization.1
' Bhartrhari
mentions three factors necessary for communication
(vyavahara):
seeing something
(riipana,
alocana,
darsana),
conceptual
cognition
(jnana,
vikalpa)
which determines
it, and its
verbal expression
(vyapadesa,
abhilapa).
See KP3.3.55:
riipanavyapadesabhydm
laukike
vartmani
sthitau
/ jnanam praty abhilapam
co sadrsau balapanditau
//
('When
they are in the course
of everyday
life, the ignorant
and the wise [communicate
something]
by means of seeing it and
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Taking up now VP3.3.87, this is the karka which adequately
expresses Bhartrhari's
thought
as stated above: the semantic field is that in which things contradictory
to each other,
the appearing

such as existence
and non-existence,
are mutually
relativized
of the ultimate
reality
as the phenomenal
world makes possible

verbalization.

It reads

VP3.3.87:

and
its

as follows:

tasm.dc chaktivibhdgena
eko 'rthah sabdavdcyatve

nityah sadasaddtmakah
bahurupah prakasate

/
//

At first sight, it might appear that interpreting
this karika is not difficult.
But, since
the essence of Bhartrhari's
linguistic
thought
is condensed there, its clear understanding is essential
for placing
the karika in question
in conformity
with his intention.
Nowthe interpretations
scholars have attempted
in the past are as follows:
Iyer [1971:
119]:
"Therefore,
ce and non-existence,
shines
when conveyed by words."

the one eternal Reality, consisting
of existenthrough its different
powers, in many forms

Raghunatha Sarma [1974:
334] : tasmdt sarvavyavahdrdndm
purvoktaritya
vikalpaprabhavatvendsadvisayakatvdt,
nityah kutastho
nirvikdrah
sadasaddtmakah svasminn avidydkalpitabhdvdbhdvatdddtmyddhydsdpannah,
ekah
sarvavidhabhedas'unyah,
artho brahmarupah sabdavdcyatvadasdydm
saktivibhdgena
svdsritdnantasaktibhedena
bahurupah anantabhdvdbhdvarupah,
prakasate
pratiyate
/ (the portion
underlined:
"'sadasaddtmaka'
means
[the entity
(artha)]
which acquires
the superimposition
of the identity
with both existence
and non-existence that are the conceptualized
due
to nescience upon the entity itself.")
Houben [1995:
315]:
"Therefore,
in accordance with a differentiation
of
capacities,
the permanent, one Thing-meant, which is of the nature of existent and non-existent,
manifests
itself as manifold when it is expressed
bywords."
The question
interpretation

is how we should take the phrase
is misleading
except Raghunatha

sadasaddtmaka
in pdda b. Every
Sarma's. In view of Bhartrhari's

expressing
it in words. They are alike in that
they resort to [conceptual]
cognition
and verbal
expression
[in communication].')
From his non-dualistic
viewpoint,
the ultimate
object
of the
seeing should be Brahman, which is seen differently
due to the capacity
of nescience
(avidyasakti).
See Paddhati
on Vrtti ad VP1.9 which will be dealt with later.
And also, for the connection
of
conceptualization
and verbalization
see Ogawa [1999].
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fundamental
thesis that the ultimate
reality, the undelimited,
appears as delimited,
we have to say that the one permanent reality appears as being of the nature of
existence and non-existence
and not that what is of the nature of existence and
non-existence
appears as something.
For Bhartrhari,
the ultimate
reality Brahman
is beyond relativization
and cannot involve a contradiction
in it. Therefore,
against
the interpretations
by Iyer and Houben who understand
that Bhartrhari
considers
Brahman to have the two aspects of sat and asat,2 I would like to argue that taking
sadasaddtmaka
as qualifying
the appearances
of Brahman (bahurupa)
is more consistent with Bhartrhari's
thesis.
As will be seen later, Helaraja
interprets
it in that
manner. Wemust give his views careful consideration.
To my understanding,
his
interpretation
faithfully
reflects the core of Bhartrhari's
linguistic
thought.
The question of the sarfosadatmafca-interpretation
is related
to the questions
of
the verbalization
of Brahman, the relativism
holding
in the domain of the things in
the phenomenal world, and the capacities
of Brahman underlying
its verbalizations.
In this paper, examining these questions,
I shall propose a new interpretation
of the
karika under consideration.
1. Convergence of all words upon the ultimate

reality

In Paspasahnika,
commenting on Katyayana's first varttika:
siddhe sabddrthasambandhe stated with regard to the permanence of word meanings, Pataiijali
puts forward the view that a substance
(dravya)
is permanent and its forms (akrti)
are
transient,
and the view that a class property
{akrti)
is permanent and a substance is
transient.3
In either view what is denoted by a word is eternal and real. In agreement
with these views, in the Jatisamuddesa
and Dravyasamuddesa,
Bhartrhari
deals with
the word meanings which are abstracted
from a sentential
meaning, a single indivisible
entity,
and which are to be equated with the absolute
reality.
They are a
universal
(jdti)
and a substance (dravya).
In VT3.1.2 Bhartrhari
states as follows:
VP3.1.2:

paddrthdndm
apoddhdre jdtir vd dravyam eva vd /
paddrthau
sarvasabddndm
nitydv evopavarnitau
//

"When word meanings are abstracted
[from a sentential
meaning],
for
any linguistic
unit [in the form of a word] its meaning is nothing
other
2Houben [1995:
315]:
existent
and non-existent."
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than either a universal
or a substance.
They have been declared
indeed eternal [by Patanjali
in Paspasahnika]."
It is well known that

Patanjali

mentions

Vajapyayana

as a proponent

that a word denotes the universal
and Vyadi as a proponent of
denotes a substance.
Bhartrhari
tries to establish
the universal
theories - such establishment
being the theme of these Samuddesas
a viewpoint of how things are denoted by words (vydpdralaksana)4
metaphysical
point of view.
In the Jatisamuddesa,
Bhartrhari
attempts
the theory that the word denotes the universal
states as follows:
VP3.1.32:

to be

of the theory

the view that it
validity
of these
- not only from
but also from a

to establish
the universal
validity
by introducing
the 5aiia-model.

of
He

satyasatyau
tu yau bhdgau pratibhdvam
vyavasthitau
/
satyam yat tatra sd jdtir asatyd vyaktayah
smrtdh //

"It is traditionally
said that, of the real and unreal aspects which are determined with reference to every entity, the real [aspect]
is the universal,
whereas the unreal one is the individual
(vyakti)."
VP3.1.33:

sambandhibheddt
jdtir ity ucyate

sattaiva
bhidyamdnd
gavddisu
tasydm sarve sabdd vyavasthitdh

/
//

"Being itself, being differentiated
according to the things related to it, is
called the universal [such as gotva ('cowness')]
when [abiding]
in an [individual such as] a cow: every word is determined
to denote that [Being]."
VP3.1A0:

dsrayah svdtmamdtrd
svasaktayo
vd sattdyd

vd bhdvd vd vyatirekinah
/
bhedadarsanahetavah
//

"It is its substratum
or its own elements (svdtmamdtrd)
or entities
different from it or its own capacities
which are the causes of its appearing
4Grammarians'
main concern is what the words express and not the actual state of affairs. In
VP3.1.ll
Bhartrhari
states that the meanings of words are determined
by what the words actually
convey (vyaparalaksana
yasmat padarthah
samavasthitdh).
From this point of view, the following
karikas are stated:
FP3.1.12:
jatau padarthejatir
va viseso vapijativat
/ sabdair
apeksyate
yasmdd
atas te jativacinah
// ("On the view that the universal
is a word meaning, even when the word jdti
refers to the universal
itself or even when the word devadatta
to the particular,
those words expect
their referents
to be like the universal;
therefore,
they are regarded as what denote the universal.")
VP3.1.13:
dravyadharma
padarthe
tu dravye sarvo 'rtha ucyate / dravyadharmasrayad
dravyam
atah sarvo 'rtha isyate // ("On the view that a substance is a word meaning, on the other hand,
any meaning that is expressed
[by the word] has the property
of substance.
Therefore,
any meaning
is accepted
as a substance by resorting
to the property of substance.")
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)

( bhedadarsanahetu)."

Every word denotes Being (sattd),
which is Brahman and the highest universal.
The
individual
being the locus of Being, one has a specific universal like cowness (gotva)
through the differentiation
of Being by the unreal. Cowness, being a delimited
form
of Being, is also mentally
constructed
(parikalpita)
and hence unreal, since such
lower, specific universals
are what are conceptually
assumed to be parts (mdtrd)
of a
Being which is in essence partless.
Thus a word which denotes cowness, going beyond
it, ultimately
refers to Being. Moreover, everything
in the phenomenal world that is
verbalizable
has Being. In this sense also all words denoting things in the phenomenal
world can be said to refer to Being. Therefore it follows that every word denotes the
universal in that they all refer to the highest
universal,
Being.5 It is important
to
note in this connection that Bhartrhari
does not say bhedahetu but bhedadarsanahetu,
intending
to imply that Being which has absolute unity appears to be differentiated
by its relata.
The causes of making Being appear differently
are said to be its
substratum or an individual,
its own divisions
such as cowness, external entities
like
place, and its own capacities.
Among these delimiting
factors, preference is obviously
given to the capacities
of Being, Brahman. For these delimiting
factors are the unreal
appearances of Brahman by virtue of its capacities,
which is in consonance with
Bhartrhari's
fundamental
position.6
This point will be explained
later.
In regard to the view that every word denotes
in the Dravyasamud-desa are worthy of note:
VP3.2.2:

satyam vastu taddkdrair
asatyopddhibhih
sabdaih

"The real entity
the real [entity]

is determined
that is denoted

asatyair
satyam

a substance,

the following

avadhdryate
evdbhidhiyate

karikas

/
//

through its forms which are unreal. It is
by words through the unreal adjuncts."

The view presented here that all words refer to the real entity Substance
is instantiated by Crow model and Golden Necklace model. Of the Crow model it is said as
follows:
VP3.2.3:

adhruvena
grhitam

nimittena
grhasabdena

devadattagrham
suddham

yathd

evdbhidhtyate

/
//

5Helaraja
on VP3.1.35:
tatas ca sarvasabdanam
sattavacanatvaj
jatipadarthavydptih
/
6VT3.8.36:
satta svasaktiyogena
sarvariipa
vyavasthita
/ sadhya ca sadhanam caiva phalam
bhokta phalasya
ca // See also VF1.4: ekasya sarvabijasya
yasya ceyam anekadha / bhoktr bhoktavyarupena
bhogarupena
ca sthitih
//
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"For example, Devadatta's
house which has been understood through an
unfixed cause [i.e., a crow on the top of the house] is denoted precisely
in its purity
Of the Golden
VP3.2.4:

by the word grha ('house')."
Necklace

model, on the other

suvarnadi

yathd

bhinnam7

rucakddyabhidhdndndm

hand, Bhartrhari

svair

states

akarair

apdyibhih/

evaiti

vdcyatdm

suddham

"For example, the gold and the like, though differentiated
impermanent forms, become the denotata of words like
purity."

as follows:

//
by their own
rucaka in their

The Crow model shows that, as the word grha is applied to Devadatta's
house itself
on the occasioning
ground (nimitta)
of the crow which is an un fixed and tentative
determiner
(upalaksana)
of the house, so are words applied to the real entity on the
occasioning
ground of the unreal adjuncts.
According
to this model, it follows that
the things in the phenomenal world, the unreal adjuncts
to the reality
Substance,
are nothing but the occasioning grounds for the application
of the words to it. On
the other hand, the Golden Necklace model, which Helaraja considers to be a better
example for the reference of the word to Substance,
shows that, just as the word
rucaka denotes a particular
modification
of gold but goes beyond it and refers to
the gold itself, similarly
the word, going beyond its unreal forms, refers to the real
entity.
In this respect the Golden Necklace model has the same structure
as the
Satta-modeh
like the Satta-model,
this model shows that what is denoted
by a
word is a delimited
form of the real entity (Substance).8
According
to the Golden
Necklace model, therefore,
it is established
that every word refers to the substance
on the grounds that all words refer to the real entity, going beyond its unreal forms.
These views do not differ from each other in that both of them reflect an idea
that all words refer to the permanent entity, Brahman. In the view that a substance
is a word meaning, the Substance
Brahman, which is differentiated
by its different
adjuncts,
is referred to as self-subsistent
(parinisthita)
, that is, as something without
entering

into

any relationship

' I have adopted
Iyer's
'Helaraja
on VP3.2.5:

to others;

reading
instead
of Rau's:
pratiniyatakaraparicchinnavrttitvdt

in the view that

the universal

is a word

yuktam.
sarvarthatvapratibandhad

asankarah/

Bhartrhari
meaning,

on the Non-distinction

the

Saita-Brahman

view what Helaraja
Helaraja

between

is referred

remarks

Reality

to as persisting

iha sarvasabdanam

as'aktdndm
anekopddhivisayanihitapaddnam
samdlaksyate
/

"Here [in

our system
that

(tattva)

all

in everything.9

paramdrthikam

sprastum
vyavahdre

(vyavahdre)

( Ogawa

)

In either

holds:

on VP3.2.2:

reality

and Unreality

of thought]
words

embrace

that

saksdt

tadrupdlinganam

it is observed

it when

tattvam

cannot

directly

they

are applied

in verbal
touch

transactions

on the ultimate

to various

objects

of

adjuncts."
Thus what is clear
is that

all

and that
application

from the arguments

words
the

Bhartrhari

refer

to the

in the Jatisamuddesa

ultimate

reality,

while

and Dravyasamuddesa

denoting

its

unreal adjuncts
to it play a role of the occasioning
of the word to it.10 Now let us consider
the following

declares

VP3.2.16:

Brahman
vdcyd

sd sarvasabdanam

aprthaktve
"That

[ultimate

sabdds

ca sambandhas

original

to and these
a relation
although

to be the ultimate

source

words themselves

(para

referent

are not distinct

until

Brahman

it enters

the semantic

word to Brahman

appears
field.

as the word (sabda)

Therefore,

is, we may say, the

all words

from it, so that
two separate

and the

what is indispensable
appearance

iva //

is what

between them only as if it were between
there is no true distinction."

It is not

ground for the
karika in which

tatah/

nanatmanor

prakrtih)]

adjuncts

of the word (vdcya):

ca na prthak

tayor

unreal

meaning

refer

there
entities,

(artha)

for the reference

of Brahman

is

that
of the

as the phenomenal

world.
9Helaraja on KP3.1.35:
tatas ca sarvasabdanam sattavacanataj
jdtipadarthavyaptih
/ yady
api ca dravyapadarthe
'pi brahmadravyasyabhidhdnam
upddhibhedabhinnasya
vaksyati tathdpi
tatparyabheddd
avasthdbhedah
/ jdtipaddrthe
sarvatranvayirupam jdtyatmand brahma vivaksitam
/ dravyapaddrthanaye
tu parinisthitarupam
paramdrthatayeti
darsanavikalpah /
'"According
to Helaraja [on VP3.2.1]
dravya ('substance')
dealt with in the Dravyasamuddesa
is called pdramarthikadravya
('substance
of an ultimate value'),
which forms a contrast to
vydvahdrikadravya
('linguistic
substance').
The ultimate reality (tattva)
is the universal in the
form of sattd in the Jatisamuddesa
and the former substance in the Dravyasamuddesa. The fault of
sdrvdrthya that anything could be denoted by any word, which refers to the same reality, is avoided
by resorting to the restriction
of our cognitive faculty of realizing the reality. This is comparable
to that the capacity of the visual organ is limited when something is looked through a tube. See
VP3.2.5: dkarais ca vyavaccheddt sarvarthyam avarudhyate / yathaiva caksurddindm sdmarthyam
ndlikddibhih
//

ll

12
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relativism

All

that is directly
denoted by words, the adjunct
delimiting
the ultimate
reality, constitutes
the phenomenal world in which things contradictory
to each other
(viruddha,
virodhin)
are observed. Bhartrhari
states:
VT3.2.17:

dtmd parah priyo dvesyo vaktd
viruddhdni
yathaikasya
svapne

vacyam prayojanam
rupdni cetasah //

VP3.2.18:

ajanmani tathd nitye paurvaparyavivarjite
/
tattve janmadirupatvam
viruddham upalabhyate

/

//

"Just as, in a dream, the one mind appears in contradictory
forms, as the
self and the non-self, friend and foe, the speaker and the spoken, [the act
of speaking and] the purpose; in the same way, while the ultimate reality
is unborn, eternal and devoid of inner sequence, we see it as having birth
and other contradictory
attributes."
The pairs of things
in contradiction
representative
of pairs of such things
adduced by Bhartrhari.
Vrtti

on VP1.1:

with each other, the most fundamental
and
in the phenomenal world, are given in the verse

vyatito bhedasamsargau
satydnrte
ca visvdtmd

bhdvabhdvau
kramakramau /
pravivekdt
prakdsate
//

"The soul of the universe,
[Brahman],
which is beyond bhedasamsarga
('differentiation
and unification'),
bhavabhava
('existence
and non-existence')
kramakrama ('sequence
and non-sequence', and satyanrta
('truth
and
false'),
appears as diversified."
According
to this verse, those mutually
contradictory
('differentiation
and unification')
, bhavabhava
('existence
krama ('sequence and non-sequence) , satyanrta
('truth

,

things
are: bhedasamsarga
and non-existence')
, kramaand false').
Each item of each

pair

is relativized
and deprived of absolute
status.
For the Advaitin
('monist')
Bhartrhari,
one absolute
reality,
Brahman, is beyond
differentiation
and unification
( bhedasamsargasamatikrama)
, being free from any conceptualization
(sarvavikalpatitatattva).
This implies
that, due to nescience (avidya),
the reality
may be so conceptualized
ners, as one and diversified.

that

one can assume it, in contradictory

man-

Bhartrhari

on the Non-distinction

between Reality

and Unreality

( Ogawa

He argues, based upon a similar analytical
method to Madhyamaka's,
that
which are incompatible
with each other are not self-subsistent.
He states:
VP3.Q.2G:naikatvam
vyavatistheta
nanatvam cdvahiyeta

)
those

nanatvam cen na kalpayet /
yady ekatvam na kalpayet //

"If one did not assume plurality
(ndndtva),
not hold; and if one did not assume singularity,
doned."

singularity
plurality

(ekatva)
would
would be aban-

What the karika actually
shows is that the mutually exclusive concepts of unity and
plurality
are contrast terms - each is defined through a contrastive
exclusion from
the other. They are not differentiated
from each other.
VP3.7AQ:

yat prthaktvam
asamdigdham tad ekatvdn
yad ekatvam asamdigdham
tat prthaktvdn

"The plurality
from singularity;
not differentiated

which is [established]
beyond doubt
the singularity
which is [established]
from plurality."

na bhidyate
na bhidyate

/
//

is not differentiated
beyond doubt

is

It is interesting
to note here that in his Vrtti on VP1.2 Bhartrhari
distinguishes
between a sort of absolute
singularity
and a sort of relative
one, the former being
related to the original
source Brahman (prakrtyekatva)
and the latter to the phenomena] world (vikdravikdrivisaya).n
The reason for non-differentiation
between
the singularity
and the plurality,
therefore,
lies in their unreal status in relation
to
the absolute
reality.
For Bhartrhari,
one and the same reality, Brahman, manifests
itself as differentiated
and unified and relativization
works only within the unreality
(avastupatita).
That is to say:
VP3.7.39:

paramdrthe
tu naikatvam prthaktvdd
bhinnalaksanam
prthaktvaikatvarupena
tattvam eva prakdsate
//

/

ll Vrtti
on VP\.2:
yavad vikdravikarivisayam
ekatvarupam
prthaktvarupam
va sarvam tat
prakrtyekatvdnatikramenety
etad dmnatam / Paddhati
on Vrtti ad VP1.2:
dvividham
ekatvam
prakrtam
vaikrtam
co / tatra
vaikrtam
yad vyaktau
karyakaranagatam
ekatvasamkhyayogena
/ prakrtam
yad brahmavisayam
bhedavyavacchedamatram
no tv ekatvasamkhyayogena
/ tasydh
prthaktve
'peksitatvat,
tirohitabhedarupatvdc
ca brahmano vyatiriktasamkhyabhavac
ca / According to Paddhati,
the singularity
relating
to the original
source Brahman is never of numerical value;
it is nothing
but the exclusion
of plurality
(bhedavyavacchedamatra).
On this point see section 4.
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of the ultimate truth, however, there is no singularis distinguished
from that of plurality.
It is the
manifests
itself as differentiated
and unified."

ekatvam dsdm saktindm nanatvam veti kalpane
avastupatite
jndtva satyato
na pardmrset //

/

"Concerning the capacities
in the form of these [directions
(dis)],
conceive them as unified or as differentiated.
Once one realizes
conception
in either
grasp it in reality."

way refers

to the unreality,

one cannot

one may
that the
reflexively

The twofoldness
based upon singularity
and plurality
is nothing more than the conceptualized
(vikalpita),
since both of them are the conceptualized
in themselves.
In this connection,
let us look at the discussion
about existence and non-existence
(bhdvdbhdva).
VP3.3.60:

yathd bhdvam updsritya
tathdbhdvam
updsritya

tadabhdvo
'nugamyate /
tadbhdvo
'pi anugamyate //

"Just as the non-existence of a thing is understood
on the basis of its
existence,
similarly
the existence of a thing is understood
on the basis of
its non-existence."
VP3.3.61:

nabhdvo jdyate bhdvo naiti bhdvo 'nupdkhyatdm
ekasmdd dtmano 'nanyau bhdvdbhdvau
vikalpitau

/
//

"Neither does non-existence become existence nor does existence become
something indefinable
in itself [i.e., non-existence].
Existence
and nonexistence are the conceptualized
and are not different
from the one reality
(dtman)."

Thus it is clear that
but the conceptualized

for Bhartrhari
what is subject
to relativization
and that things
relative
to each other, being

is not real
equally
the

conceptualized
and being not distinct
from the reality,
are not distinguished
each other. The same is true of Bhartrhari's
view of reality.
He states:
VP3.2.7:

na tattvdtattvayor
atattvam

bheda

iti manyante

iti vrddhebhya
tattvam

dgamah /

evdvicdritam

//

from

Bhartrhari

on the Non-distinction

"The tradition
tinction
[which

handed

between

down from the elders

Reality

and Unreality

declares

that

between the real and the unreal. They hold that
is accepted]
insofar as it has not been analytically

there

( Ogawa

)

15

is no dis-

the very reality
investigated
is

the unreality."
Even the reality
cannot stand on its rights if it is relativized
in terms of analytical
investigation
(vicara).
On this point Helaraja's
remark is noteworthy.
He states:
Helaraja on VP3.2.7:
tattvam evabhinnarn
manyante...
/

tathd
tirthika

caviaritaramaniyam
pariksaya vyavasthapitam
bhedadarsanavyavasthita
bhedatmakam
attatvam

"Such being the case, the very reality,
i.e., the unity, which is beloved
insofar as it has not been analytically
investigated
and which is posited
through examination is considered
to be the unreality,
i.e., the multiple
in essence, by the pagan who adhere to seeing it as differentiated."
What is considered
to be real from one viewpoint can be regarded as unreal from
another viewpoint.
Once something is analytically
investigated,
it should be relativized
and loses its absolute
status.
Thus we can see that for Bhartrhari
there is
a sharp distinction
between the realty which is relativized,
namely, the phenomenal
world, and the reality
which is beyond relativization
or conceptualization,
namely,
Brahman. The ultimately
real, which is never an object of analytical
investigation
and hence beyond relativization,
appears simply as real and unreal.12
Concerning Bhartrhari's
relativism,
consequently,
we may say that its underlying
idea is: If one conceives of a certain thing as x, say, satya ('real'),
then room for
dualism necessarily
is given because x presupposes
non-x, say, asatya ('unreal');
in
order to avoid falling
into dualism,
the non-distinction
between x and non-x is to
be established
by giving relative
status to them. Their relative
status is guaranteed
by the fact that they are equally the appearances
of the ultimate
reality
and the
conceptualized
in relation
to it. It is such relativism
that enables Bhartrhari
to
render existence
and non-existence
and other pairs of contradictory
things merely
phenomenal and to relegate them to the phenomenal realm.

^Paddhati
tasyasambhavah

on Vrtti ad VPl.l:
tatha
vicaravisayatvat
satyanrtayoh,
/ yato vicaro bhinnadharmavisayah
brahmanas cabhedat

vicaravisayatvac
sa nasti /

ca
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3. Capacities

and appearances

12

of Brahman

It is on the basis of the capacities
attributed
to Brahman that a pair of things
contradictory
and relative
to each other appears.
How things in the phenomenal
world are depends upon how the capacities
of Brahman are. Consider the following
statements:
Vrtti on VP1.2: ekatvasydvirodhena
rodhinya
dtmabhutdh
saktayah /
"In Brahman, the Word-principle,
dicting
its unity, capacities
that

sabdatattve

brahmani

samuccitd

vi-

there are combined, without
contraare contradictory
and identical
with it."

Vrtti on VP1.2: tad evam aprthaktvam
mithah sarvasaktindm
/

prthakpratyavabhdsamdndm

"Thus, in this way, all capacities,
though manifesting
ferentiated,
are not different
from one another."

themselves

api
as dif-

Vrtti on VP1A: ekasya hi brahmanas tattvdnyatvdbhydm
sattvdsattvdbhydm
cdniruktdvirodhisaktyupagrdhyasydsatyarupapravibhdgasya
svapnavijndnapurusavad bahistattvdh
[read: abahis-tattvdh]
parasparavilaksand
bhoktrbhoktavyabhogagranthayo
vivartante
/
"Indeed,
the One, Brahman, receives the capacities
which are defined
neither as identical
with [it] (tattva)
nor as different
from [it] (anyatva)
and neither as existent
(sattva)
nor as non-existent
(asattva),
and which
are not contradictory
to each other (avirodhin).13
Its divisions
are unreal
(asatyarupapravibhdga).
It appears as entities
(tattva),
which are not
existent
separately
from it, as does the self (purusa),
which is awareness
in essence, in a dreaming state (svapnavijndnapurusa);
the [appearing
entities]
are the mutually
differentiated
knots, that is, the enjoyer, the
enjoyed and the enjoyment."
From these statements
we may say the following
about the capacities
of Brahman:
1) Their manifoldness
does not contradict
the oneness of Brahman (avirodha).
2) The capacities
that are assumed to be in Brahman are contradictory
to one
another (virodhin).
13Paddhati on Vrtti on VP1.2: avirodhinyah
minn adhare yaugapadyena vrtter avirodhinyah

iti, viruddhakaryaprasavanumitavirodha
/

apy ekas-

Bhartrhari

on the Non-distinction

between

Reality

and Unreality

( Ogawa )

3) They are identical
with Brahman (dtmabhuta).
4) The capacities
of Brahman are not differentiated
from one another ( aprthaktva).
5) The capacities
are defined neither
as identical
with Brahman nor as different
from it and neither as existent nor as non-existent,
which implies that they are unreal
(asatya).1*

6) The capacities

contradictory

from one another.
What is true for the capacities
world as well.

to one another

the appearances

of Brahman is said of the things

different

in the phenomenal

Thus it has been stated:

Vrtti on VP1.9:
ihaivaikasmin
sarvarupe
viruddharupabhimatebhyo
parikalpantarebhyo
"Here [in our system of thought],

is for the following
Vrtti on VP1.9:
yogad drastfnam

brahmani yah parikalpah
na bhidyate
/

one conceptualization

Brahman, One and All, is not differentiated
izations
that are believed
to be contradictory
This

produce

with reference

from the other
to it."

conceptual-

ekasminn

sarvasakti-

sa
to

reason:

yatas caite sarvavikalpatita
darsanavikalpah
/

arthe

"For these [different
views reflect] the [different]
conceptualizations
( vikalpa)
of the appearances
(darsana)
of a single entity devoid of any conceptualization;
with reference to it, there occur such conceptualizations
to those
who see it (drastr)
since it is connected with all capacities."
14Helaraja
on KP3.3.9:
saktmam vasturupatve
tattvanyatvavicarana
/ yujyate
kalpitanam
tu
yukta dvayaviyuktata
//("If
capacities
were essentially
real, then it would be proper to investigate whether they are identical
with or different
from [the real];
however, it is proper that they
are destitute
of both [identity
with and difference
from it] since they are the conceptualized.")
Paddhati
on Vrtti ad VP1.1:
saktinam
ca svarupatve tattvanyatvavicarana
/ yujyate
kalpitanam
tu yuktanvayavivartata
//
("If capacities
were the essence [of the reality],
it would be proper to
investigate
whether they are identical
with or different
from [it]; however, it is proper that they are
excluded
from the connection
with [both identity
with and difference from it] since they are the conceptualized.")
The source of the verse, to which Helaraja
and Vrsabha give a slightly
different
reading, is not traceable.
See TS 340 (AtmaparTksa):
bheddbhedavikalpasya
vastvadhisthanabhavatah
/
tattvanyatvadyanirdeso
nihsvabhavesu
yujyate
//Vrsabha
in Paddhati
on Vrtti ad VP1.1 introduces
the argument against the reality
of capacities
as follows:
na tarhi saktayah
santi, tattvdnyatvdbhyam
anirvacaniyatvdt,
sasavisanavat
/ ([Thesis]
Capacities
are really inexistent.
[Reason]
Because of
being indefinable
either
as identical
with [the reality]
or as different
from it. [Example]
Like a
rabbit's
horn.)
It is to be noted in passing that when in VP3.3.9 Bhartrhari
defines the capacity
as being beyond
difference
and identity
(tarn saktim...
bheddbhedav
atikrantam...),
he naturally
means to say
that it is unreal because of being the conceptualized.
This point Houben [1995:
184] misses.
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One sees and conceptualizes
the one absolute reality as the enjoyer and the enjoyed or
as the karakas and the act of enjoying due to its capacities.15
These appearances of it
are equally unreal because their causes themselves are unreal. The relative concepts
of the enjoyer and the enjoyed are mutually undifferentiated
since the capacities
for
bringing
them about are not distinct
from each other. Thus the non-differentiation
of relative
concepts comes from the fact that different
conceptualizations
arise with
reference to a sole object,
Brahman, and, as a consequence of this, their status is
unreal in relation to Brahman.
Whatever are considered
to be the results
of Brahman's capacities
are neither
differentiated
from one another nor real, since the capacities
are such. On this point
Bhartrhari
states as follows:
VP3.1.22:

sarvasaktydtmabhutatvam
bhdvdndm atmabhedasya

ehasyaiveti
nirnayah
kalpana sydd anarthika

/
//

"The final and ultimate
truth (nirnaya)
is that [Brahman which is] the
One is identical
with all saktis [it has].
[Such being the case,] it would
be purposeless
to assume that entities
are in essence different
from one
another."
If one can explain the variety of the phenomenal world in terms of that of the capacities of Brahman, then one need not go on to assume that things in the phenomenal
world are themselves differentiated.
4. Seeming

identity

between

Brahman and its appearances

For Bhartrhari
relativism
consists in non-differentiation
of relative concepts, which
is closely connected with the thesis that all words correspondent
to the unreal appearances converge upon the absolute
reality.
How is it possible
that a word goes
beyond unreal adjuncts
and refers to the reality?
The answer seems to be given in
the following
karika:16
15For Bhartrhari
the function
of conceptual
knowledge is to determine
representations
appearing
to mind (akdranirupana).
It is to what has been determined
(niriipitartha)
by conceptual
knowledge
that the word is applied.
For details
see Ogawa [1999].
16Bronkhorst
[1991:13],
explaining
VP3.1.33,
says: "There is the division
of Brahman into universals.
These universals
are essentially
identical
with Brahman.
. ." Houben [1995:
97], while
surveying the Dravyasamuddesa,
states:
"In VP3.2.6 it is emphasized
that, ultimately,
these forms
too are identical
with reality
(or Substance)."
It seems to me that they overlook the difficulty
in
harmonizing
the identity
between Brahman and its adjuncts
with the unreal status of the adjuncts.

Bhartrhari
VP3.2.6:

on the Non-distinction

between

and Unreality

tesv akaresu yah sabdas tathdbhutesu
vartate
tattvatmakatvat
tenapi nityam evabhidhiyate

"Even the word which denotes
nature]
refers to the very eternal
identical

Reality

with

( Ogawa

)

/
//

those forms of such [an impermanent
[Substance],
since these are essentially

it."

It is said that the word refers to Brahman because of the identity
between Brahman
and its appearances
(tattvatmakatvat).
Judging
from what has been pointed
out
concerning the capacities
of Brahman, that is, their identity
with it (atmabhuta),
that seems to be plausible.
However, if Bhartrhari
here intended really to say that
the real entity and its appearances are identical
with each other, how could one say
that the forms the real entity has are unreal? As has been suggested,
the appearances
of the ultimate
reality,
being reduced to the capacities
that cannot be defined either
as identical
with the reality
or as different
from it (tattvanyatvdnirvacamya),
are
unreal. If the appearances were identical
with Brahman, Brahman could not be one;
on the other hand, if they were distinct
from it, duality
would result.17
What does
Bhartrhari
mean by saying that the adjuncts
to the reality
are identical
with it?
The question raised here cannot be worked out without taking Bhartrhari's
notion
of vivarta into consideration.
It is well known that Bhartrhari
has defined vivarta as
follows:
Vrtti on VPl.l:
ekasya tattvdd
rupopagrahitd
vivartah /

apracyutasya

bhedanukdrendsatyavibhaktanya-

" Vivarta means that the one [reality],
not deprived of its essence, assumes
the forms of those other things
(anya)
which are unreal (asatya)
and
distinct
from one another (vibhakta),
with seeming distinctness."
Vrsabha

explains

this

as follows:

17In
connection
with
Brahman's
transcendence
of differentiation
and
unification
(bhedasamsargasamatikrama),
Vrsabha
in Paddhati
on Vrtti
ad VPl.l
states
as follows:
tarhi
saktayo
yadi brahmano vyatiriktah
sa eva siddhdntavyalopah,
ekam eva yaddmndtam
iti
sarvddvaitasydsritatvdt
/ athavyatiriktas
tata ekasmdd brahmano 'vyatirekan
nanekata,
tatas ca
nanaparikalpotpattyabhavah,
saktibhyo
vdnanyatvad
brahmana ekatvavadavasddah
/( "Then, if the
capacities
were distinct
from Brahman, the very established
view of ours would be abandoned
because we admit the non-duality
of everything,
as Bhartrhari
states
in VP1.2 that Brahman is
memorized in the Veda as one; but if they were not distinct
from that one Brahman, [they]
would
not be manifold
because of its non-distinction
from the latter
and hence there would not occur
various conceptualizations;
or, the theory that Brahman is one would be ruined because of its
non-difference
from the capacities.")
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Paddhati
on Vrtti ad VP1.1: bhedapratyavabhasayogyataprabhdvad
bhinnam iva pratyava-bhdsate
tad abhinnam api, tad bhedam anukaroti
veti
/ etad uktam bhavati / ekam vastu svarupam aparityajad
bhedanukdrena
mithyanekarupavabhasitam
pratipannam
vivrttam ivety ucyate / yathd
rajjudravyam
viparyastadars'andndm
kdrena sarparupam ity ucyate /

acetandrupam

ajahat

sarparupdnu-

"By means of its potentiality
of manifesting
itself as manifold,
that [reality]
manifests
itself as if it were divided
although
it is the undivided;
or, it intimates
division.
The following is meant: When a single reality is
understood
to be what has appeared,
without abandoning
its own form,
as the manifold things that are false, it is said of the entity that it has
appeared as if in a different
form. For example, it is said that, for those
whose perception
is distorted,
a substance rope appears as a snake with
the seeming form of the snake, without giving up its insentient
form."
Thus what is meant by vivarta is that the one absolute reality, without transcending
its essence, here its oneness, appears with the resemblance
of the division
which is
unreal because of being susceptible
of relativization.
Taking into account that the
structure what is not x appears as ifx (or what is with [without]x
appears as if without
[with] x) is recognized
with reference to Brahman, it will be suggested
that vivarta
simply means that something
appears or occurs (vartate)
in a different
(vi-) form
from the one in which the original source stays; the appearing forms do not affect the
original
(tattvdt
apracyutasya),
as is suggested
by the word iva ('as if) in Vrsabha's
expalanation.18
Such being the case, the meaning of vivarta might be formulated
as follows:
Vivarta means that something
appears as if in a different form from its
original
one. Then, within the scheme of vivarta, it is natural that the identity
of the
appearances of the reality with that reality should call for an interpretation
suitable
for that scheme.
The following
18It is
sense of
prevented
hyate).
vikalpan
I totally
'behaves
in classical

two karkas

are the ones which talk

about

the relationship

between

important
that the notion of vivarta is paraphrased
with the use of the word iva in the
utpreksa
('imagination').
Note that Bhartrhari
states in VP3.3.86cd
that nobody can be
from imagining
totally
non-existent
things
(avastusv
api notpreksa
kasya cit pratibadSee also Paddhati
on Vrtti ad VP\.24-26:
purusas tu svam utpreksam nibandhanikrtya
anayanti.
agree with Houben [1995:
308-309]
who proposes the new translation
of vivartate
as
in various ways' in order to show that vivarta for Bhartrhari
has a wider sense than that
Advaida Vedanta.

Bhartrhari

on the Non-distinction

the reality and its appearances,
above is clearly seen.
VP3.2.10:

between

Reality

in which Bhartrhari's

and Unreality
notion

( Ogawa

of vivarta

tathd vikdrarupdndm
tattve 'tyantam asambhavah
tadatmeva ca tat tattvam atyantam atadatmakam

)

as formulated

/
//

"In the same way, it is utterly
impossible
that there be the forms of
the transformation
in the reality.
That reality
which is absolutely
not
identical
with them appears as if identical
with them."
The point made here is: The reality which is not identical
with
(atadatmakam)
appears as if it were so (tadatmeva).19
Bhartrhari,

its appearing
forms
on the other hand,

states in VP1.2 that there is no separation
between Brahman and capacities,
that
it appears as though distinct
from these capacities;
and that it appears as distinct
things by virtue of its several capacities.
VP1.2:

ekam eva yad dmndtam bhinnasaktivyapdsraydt
aprthaktve
'pi saktibhyah
prthaktveneva
vartate

/
//

"Brahman is memorized in the Veda as one. It appears as if distinct
capacities
although
not distinct,
by virtue of its several capacities."

from

According to this karika, Brahman which is not separate from capacities
appears as
if distinct
from them (aprthaktve
'pi prthaktveneva).
The important points to note here are that Brahman is said to be not identical
with
its appearances and that it is said to be not separate from its capacities.
These seem
to go against the principle
that Brahman is beyond difference
and identity.
However,
wehave to consider that this principle
is reflected
in Bhartrhari's
explanation
of the
manner in which the reality
appears in these karikas.
With special reference to
Bhartrhari's
description
of it as not being separate
from its capacities,
Vrsabha
faces the same difficulty,
getting
over it by giving the following
interpretation:
Paddhati
on VP1.2:
kim ucyate aprthaktve
sedhah, prthaktveneva
dkhydta ity avirodhah

nanu saktisu tattvanyatvavyatikrama
dkhyatah
/ tat
'pi iti / aprthaktvam
na ekatvam, api tu bhedapratiiti ekatvapratisedhah
/ tad ubhayasamatikrama
/

19According
to Helaraja,
the essence of the adjuncts
is the reality
and the adjuncts
essence of the reality.
The reality
appears as adjuncts
and not vice versa. Helaraja
tattvam
atma hy upadhinam,
na tu tasydtmanah
/

are never the
on KP3.2.6:

21
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"[Question]
As for capacities,
it has been explained
that they transcend
both the identity
with [Brahman]
and the difference
from it. And yet
Bhartrhari
states,
"even if [Brahman
is] not distinct
[from capacities]
(aprthaktve
'pi). How is it to be justified?"
[Answer]
[The word] 'aprthaktva' does not mean identity
(ekatva)
but the negation of difference
(bhedapratisedha).20
By saying, "it appears as if distinct
from them" (prthaktveneva),
he means to imply the negation
of identity
(ekatvanisedha).
Thus the transcendence
of the identity
and the difference
plained,
so that there is no contradiction."

has been ex-

Wesee that Vrsabha is so careful in interpreting
Bhartrhari's
words that may signify
the identity
of Brahman with its adjuncts
that the above-mentioned
principle
can
be maintained.
According
to him, it follows:
When Bhartrhari
says that the reality
which is not identical
with its appearing
forms appears as if identical
with them, he
wishes to imply both the negation of identity
and that of difference;
when he states
that Brahman which is not separate from capacities
appears as if distinct
from them,
he means both the negation of difference
and that of identity.21
Thus, we may say
that, with reference to what is beyond difference
and identity,
when it is said that
it is identical
with or not distinct
from its adjuncts,
the negation
of difference
or
separateness
from them is implied.
To return to the point, in VP3.2.6 Bhartrhari
has stated that the appearances
of
the reality
are identical
with that reality
(tattvatmakatva).
Recall that, regarding
existence
and non-existence,
in VP3.3.61
they are said to be the conceptualized
and to be not different
from the ultimate
reality
(ananya),
and that the capacities
attributed
to Brahman are considered
to be identical
with it (atmabhuta).
Vrsabha
takes the word atmabhuta here as implying
the negation of difference
(bhedanirasa),
just like the word aprthaktva
in VP1.2.22 Therefore,
in VP3.2.6, by saying that the
appearances

of the reality

are identical

with that

reality,

Bhartrhari

intends

to imply

20This
shows that Vrsabha
takes the negative
particle
of 'a-prthaktva'
as prasajyapratisedha
('non-affirmative
negation')
and not as paryuddsa ('affirmative
negation').
21In VP3.8.35ab
Bhartrhari
states that the reality,
being All, appears as if occurring in a sequence
(sarvarupasya
tattvasya
yat krameneva darsanam).
If we take into consideration
Vrsabh's
interpretation here, it follows that the reality
is beyond sequence and non-sequence (kramdkrama),
which is
consonance with his basic standpoint
of Brahman. See VP3. 3. 84, where it is stated
that sequence
is not differentiated
from non-sequence (kraman na yaugapadyasya
kas cid bhedo 'sti tattvatah
/
yathaiva
bhavan ndbhdvah
kas cid anyo 'vasiyate //).
22Paddhati
on Vrtti ad VP1.2: dtmabhutdh
iti / tadavyatiriktas
to. iti ydvat / bhedanirasas
cdyam
naikatvakathanam
/ Helaraja
on VP3.2.6: paramdrthatas
tattvdd
avyatirekdd
upddhindm.../

Bhartrhari

on the Non-distinction

the negation of their difference
a difference
mean? Consider

'pi saktibhyah?:

Reality

and Unreality

( Ogawa )

from the reality.
Then what does the negation
the following
Vrtti:

Vrtti on VP1.2: aprthaktve
vad anyah kascic chaktayo
"'aprthaktve

between

of such

'pi saktibhya
iti / na khalujdtivyaktivyavaharabrahmano vyatirekinyo
vidyante
/
the same thing

as we say about the universal

and the individual
is true of this case. That is, it is indeed never the case
that there are capacities
which are different
from Brahman and that they
exist separately
from it."
As is clearly
shown by this Vrtti, what the negation of the difference
of the appearances from the reality means is that they have no existence or reality separate from
it (avyatireka)
and not that they are one with it (ekatva).
In this connection it must
be recalled
here that Bhartrhari
describes
the adjuncts
in the form of capacities
as indefinable
as either existent
or non-existent.
According to Vrsabha, when they
cannot be determined
separately
from the reality,
it is not possible
to define them
as existent.23
Therefore,
from the viewpoint of vivarta, as stated in VP3.2.10, that
those appearances have seeming existence and have no existence separate from the
reality means that they are nothing but the conceptualized
with reference to the one
ultimate
reality
Brahman. Thus we can find the reason for Brahman being a sole
referent of all words in that various conceptualizations
take place pointing
to Brahmanwhich is itself beyond conceptualization
and verbalization24
but, by virtue of
its capacities,
paradoxically,
enters the semantic field with its delimited
forms to be
denoted by words, rather than in the simple identity
(in the sense of ekatva) between
the reality and its adjuncts.
5. Conclusion
It is not until Brahman appears as the phenomenal world (vivarta)
that it falls
into the realm of verbalization.
The realm of verbalization
is the phenomenal world
in which things contradictory
to each other are relativized.
The capacities
imposed
upon Brahman, which are contradictory
to one another and yet which are combined
23Paddhati
on Vrtti ad VP1A:
tatha sattvasattvabhyam,
tadvyatirekenanavadharyamanatvat
sattvendvdcydh,
bhinnakdryodaydnumlyamdnasaitvac
cdsattvendvacydh
/ Thus it is plain that the
'relational'
definition
of the capacity
as tattvdnyatvanirvacaniya
is closely
related
with its 'ontological' definition
as sattvdsattvdnirvacanxya.
24 VP3.2.8ab:
vikalparupam
bhajate
tattvam
evavikalpitam
/
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conceptualizations.
These conceptualizations,
distinguished
on the basis that their objects

being relare nothing

but the unreal appearances of one and the same reality.
Verbalizations
stem from the
conceptualizations.
Therefore,
although
all words denote their distinct
objects
that
appear in conceptual
knowledge,
they refer to the ultimate
reality
without
distinction. It is the ultimate
being, Brahman, that is indeed the ultimate
original
source
(para prakrtih)
of verbalization.
It is as if one and the same thing were seen and
spoken of differently
from different
angles.
Now let us return to the question
comments on this karika as follows:

of the interpretation

of VP3.3.87.

Helaraja

Helaraja:
sarvaparikalpdtitam
tattvam samdvistam sarvdbhih
saktibhir
brahma yathayatharn
vyavahdre bhavabhavarupataya
tattadupddhikhacitam
sabddh pratipddayantity
abhdvdbhidhd-yindm
api bhavasabdais
tulyah sambandho 'visesdc chabddndm iti prakaranatdtparyam
upasamhrtam / eka iti
/ bhedasydbhdvanirdsena
pratisiddhatvdt
/ ata eva nityah, abhdvdbhdvdt
kdryakdran abhdvasya ca nisedhdt
/ sabdavdcyatve
iti / sabdavyavahdrdrtharn nimittasaptamyd
prayojanakathandt
/ bahurupdh iti kramdkramddirupatayd prdguktayddvayasyaiva
tattvasya
prakdsandt
//
"The purport

of this

section

is summarized

as follows:

Brahman is the reality which is beyond any conceptualizations
and which
is endowed with all capacities.
In verbal communication
words convey
Brahman [appearing],
according
to cases, as existence and non-existence
through
the association
with particular
adjuncts.
The [words]
which
denote non-existence and the words which denote existence equally have
the relation
with [their
meanings]
since, as words, they are not distinct
from each other.
lekah' ('one'):
Because division
is denied through
the rejection
existence.
Precisely
for this reason it is permanent
(nitya):

of nonBecause

there is no non-existence,
and because the cause-effect-relation
is denied.
'sabdavyacyatve':
this means 'for the sake of verbal expression',
since the
purpose is stated by using nimittasaptami
('seventh
triplet
for cause or
purpose'),

'bahurupah'

('as

manifold'):

The non-dual

reality

appears

as

Bhartrhari

on the Non-distinction

the before-mentioned

[things

between
relative

Reality

to each other]

and Unreality

( Ogawa )

, such as sequence and

non-sequence."
First of all, Helaraja
describes
endowed with all capacities,

Brahman as being beyond any conceptualizations
and
following
Vrtti on VP1.1.25
By virtue of its capaci-

ties, Brahman appears as differentiated
with its adjuncts.
Its appearances
are of
the nature of either existence
or non-existence.
In short, just as the ultimate
reality manifests
itself as differentiated
and unified
( VP3.7.39cd:
prthaktvaikatvarupena
tattvam eva prakas'ate),
similarly,
Brahman appears as existence and non-existence,
the categories
under which all things in the phenomenal world come. Words refer to
Brahman in its delimited
form, in the form of existence and non-existence
(brahma
bhavdbhdvarupataya
s'abdah pratipddayanti).
Moreover, it is said that the non-dual
reality
appears as sequence and non-sequence (kramdkramddirupatayd
advayasyaiva
tattvasya
prakasanat).
The sequence and non-sequence or the absence of sequence
come under the categories
of existence and non-existence,
respectively.
Therefore,
it is obvious that he takes the phrase sadasaddtmaka
not as a qualifier of the word
artha but as that of the word bahurupa.
What is of the nature of existence and
non-existence is not Brahman but the phenomenal world. Suppose that Brahman is
of the nature of existence and non-existence;
then from the viewpoint
of vivarta, it
would follow that Brahman appears as if it were devoid of the nature of existence and
non-existence and hence that the phenomenal world is not of the nature of existence
and non-existence.
This is absurd.
In verbal usage, we use the words which denote
existence and the ones which denote non-existence.26
25 Vrtti on VP1.1: sarvavikalpatttatattvam
bhedasamsargasamatikramena
samavistam sarvabhih
saktibhir...
brahmeti
pratijnayate
/
26Houben [1995:
315-316]
observes:
"Helaraja,
too, interprets
the 'existent
and non-existent'
[sad-asad\
as a reference
to bhava and abhava. These, however, he does not interpret
as a pair of
dichotomously
opposed notions,
but as a [sic] an asymmetric pair of which one, bhava, remains as
ultimately
true. For, he explains
that the thing-meant
expressed in language
is eka 'one' "because
division
is denied
through
the rejection
of non-existence"
(VP Ilia:
180.16-17)
and it is nitya
'permanent'
"because there is no non-existence,
and because the cause-and-effect
relation
is denied"
( VP Ilia:
180.17-18)."
No doubt Helaraja
interprets
the 'existent
and non-existent'
(sad-asad)
as
a pair of dichotomously
opposed notions,
as is clear from his commentary.
The main reason for
Houben's misunderstanding
is that he takes the clause 'sadasadatmakah'
as a qualifier
of the word
'art/ia/i'
('Thing-meant',
according
to him). What is of the nature of the existent
and non-existent
is not Brahman but the phenomenal
world. For Brahman cannot contain any contradiction
in it.
Even granted that,
as Houben believes,
Helaraja
interprets
bhava and abhava as an asymmetric
pair, that clause should
qualify
the word 'bafiurupah'.
For, as is clear from the argumentation
on
the theme that all words refer to Brahman, such an asymmetric
pair is taken into consideration
in regard to the semantic
field.
See VP3.1.32.
Helaraja
is fully aware that Brahman has absolute
oneness and existence,
so that he makes the statements
as quoted by Houben.

25

26
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Helaraja
asks us to take the seventh triplet
of the word sabdavdcyatve
as denoting
the cause or purpose (nimittasaptamf).
This is very important.
Recall the Crow
model which has been employed in order to illustrate
the view that every word refers
to Substance.
According to this model, the delimiting
factors of Brahman have been
regarded as the cause (nimitta)
for the reference of the word to it. The delimitation
of Brahman through its conceptualization
is necessary for its verbalization.
In this
connection,
VT3.2.16 is to be taken into account which says that what all words refer
to is the ultimate
original
source, Brahman, and that Brahman appears as the word
and the meaning in order to be referred to by the word. For all words their ultimate
referent is one (eka), Brahman. In this sense it is not by chance that Bhartrhari
uses
the word artha here. He deals with Brahman in the context of sabdartha
('word and
meaning').
Thus VP3. 3. 87 should
VP3.3.87:

be interpreted

as follows:

tasmdc chaktivibhdgena
eko 'rthah sabdavdcyatve

nityah sadasadatmakah
bahurupah prakdsate

/
//

"Therefore,
in order to be conveyed by words, the one, permanent meaning appears, on the basis of its different
capacities,
as manifold things
(bahurupa)
which are of the nature of existence and non-existence."
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